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INTRODUCTION 
 

Nearly all of the world’s leading organizations run Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) software. Yet despite this huge investment in digital infrastructure, most 

organizations have only limited visibility and insight into their operations. The problem is the gaps that 

exist between organizations. In spite of deploying the best ERP systems, large swathes of critical 

information between organizations are still exchanged through emails, PDFs, excel sheets & paper 

documents. 

Previous attempts to solve the problem, like Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), have seen only limited 

success. The problem is that solutions like EDI (or their newer API counterparts) were designed to enable 

point-to-point messaging between organizations. However, today’s supply chains consist of multiple 

organizations trying to coordinate work together: suppliers, sub-component manufacturers, 3PLs, 

distribution channels, service providers, lenders. Point-to-point messaging systems do not scale to 

today’s complex supply networks. 

The challenge is made harder by fast changing customer preferences on the demand side and a need to 

prepare for disruptions on the supply side. Even as supply chains have transformed, organizations have 

not updated the underlying technology for managing them in decades.  

What is needed is an approach to supply chain management at the ecosystem level: an operating system 

for Supply Chains. KoineArth’s [markets]N platform is designed with this objective. It is a Blockchain-based 

cloud hosted solution which is compatible with existing ERPs.  

[markets]N enables the easy creation of multi-org groups. A [markets]N group is like a WhatsApp© group 

designed for B2B transactions. These B2B transactions are enabled by pre-built inter-org workflows. 

Underneath the hood, a [markets]N group creates a secure, shared ledger among group members to 

achieve real time visibility & enable supply chain coordination across group members. A privacy layer 

ensures that transaction data is shared only among group members who need access to it. To learn more 

about marketsN can help your organization, see this short video. 

https://youtu.be/znQ2RJUt9BA
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MARKETSN FOR B2B MARKETS & NETWORKS 
The power of [markets]N lies in the flexible notion of a Group. Organizations can form multiple groups – 

each one with a dedicated objective. Here are some real-world examples: 

 

A [markets]N group consisting of an OEM and its downstream business partners (e.g. distributors, 

resellers, retailers) enables a B2B marketplace. This empowers organizations to combat counterfeits by 

providing a digital marketplace for authorized distributors, resellers & retailers to transact with each 

other. Automatic contract enforcement ensures invoices are automatically reconciled with contract prices 

& SLA terms between the organizations in the group. Such a group enables demand visibility which can 

be used to automate orders & vendor managed inventory. Where relevant, such a group can reduce after 

sales cost with auditable warranty management and support a secondary market for certified used parts.  

 

 

A [markets]N group consisting of an OEM and its upstream business partners (e.g. suppliers, contract 

manufacturers, lenders) enables a Digital Supply Chain. This empowers organizations prevent pilferages 

& optimize stock levels by coordinating inventory distributed across the supply network. Automatic 

contract enforcement ensures procurement discounts negotiated with suppliers benefit all group 

members achieving efficiencies of scale. Invoices & Orders in the group become trusted collaterals that 

can be shared with financiers to enable real time invoice & order financing. 

 

 

Another example of a [markets]N group consists of an organization and its partner logistics service 

providers (e.g. 3PLs) to achieve digitalization of logistics. Information in the group stored on a shared 

ledger ensures compliance while minimizing paperwork. Such a group minimizes touchpoints, handovers 

and reconciliation efforts. Real time visibility into digital transactions across multiple hops identifies 

bottlenecks in real time and improves speed of operations. Smart Contracts which use IoT data to evaluate 

SLA terms during logistics (temperature, moisture etc.) ensure Quality of Service.  
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OPERATIONS 
1. Real Time Visibility to prevent pilferages & optimize stock levels 

Most organizations know exactly how much inventory they are holding. Very few organizations know 

how much inventory is available in their upstream and downstream supply chain. How much inventory 

is available with suppliers? With distributors? Is lack of inventory tracking leading to unaccountable 

pilferage? How much capacity is available to fulfill changes in consumer demand? Is this demand likely?  

In a volatile world with frequently disrupted supply shocks and fast changing customer preferences, an 

effective inventory management strategy must account for inventory across the supply chain & 

distribution channels. 51% of supply disruptions occur beyond Tier-1 suppliers. Organizations which have 

real time visibility into the inventory across their distribution channels and supply channels will have a 

distinct advantage in adapting to market needs.  

With a built-in maker-checker design pattern enforced using smart contracts on a shared auditable 

ledger, inventory distributed across organizations in a [markets]N group is always synchronized. Every 

organization knows exactly how much of their inventory is being held across the supply network and who 

is accountable for what. The built-in AI-powered marketbot™ learns from the distributed inventory data 

to automate the ordering process in order to maintain optimal inventory levels. 

 

2. Improving cost efficiencies with group wide volume discounts 
Organizations negotiate procurement discounts with suppliers based on volume discounts. However, 

supply chains are no longer just OEM – supplier relationships. Today, they are complex networks with 

products, sub-assemblies, components and raw materials moving through multiple organizations. It’s 

hard to keep track of the volume an organization drives across subsidiaries, business partners, and 

everyone else in the supply chain network e.g. an organization may have multiple contract 

manufacturers, all drawing upon the same supplier network. With [markets]N, organizations can ensure 

that prices negotiated with suppliers are available to other supply chain partners & service providers, 

thus reducing cost and achieves operations efficiency. 
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3. Improving Supply Chain Agility by recognizing Data-as-Asset 
Supply chain visibility that provides line of sight to capacity constraints into first-, second- and third-tier 

suppliers. By going further into supply chains, organizations can get a more complete profile of where 

components are coming from, whether existing inventory could be re-purposed for new-product 

production or whether re-manufacture with used stock could address supply issues. Such visibility is 

critical when evaluating the resilience of your supply chain and its ability to respond to disruptions. 

The primary challenge in enabling data sharing across organizations is one of the right incentives rather 

than technical. Organizations rarely want to share their private data with other organizations. A supplier 

has no incentive to reveal his true capacity or inventory to his customer. A retailer has no incentive to 

reveal the demand he is seeing with the manufacturer. 

[markets]N treats data as an asset. Inventory, demand & production data can be exchanged between 

supply chain partners when the right incentive structures are put in place. [markets]N allows such 

incentives to be realized in terms of discounts, Share-of-Business or pure monetary incentives. Enabling 

the sharing of such data across organizations allows organizations to adapt faster and earlier to demand 

and supply side shocks. from suppliers, across all tiers allows real time estimation of lead times and 

inventory levels. Trends in this data serve as an early-warning system for interruption and establish a 

recovery plan for critical suppliers by commodity. The built-in AI-powered marketbot™ learns from 

distributed data to get realistic estimates of order completion time which are updated in real time.  
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FINANCE 
4. Faster, Accurate Payments with Automated Reconciliation 

Most invoices require payments to be paid within 30 days of receipt, yet it takes twice as long (60 days) 

for the average U.S. Fortune 100 company to get paid. The situation is even worse in other geographies. 

At the heart of the issue is the long, painful process that organizations follow to align finance with 

operations. As supply chain operations proceed multiple documents are emailed back and forth and 

manually entered into each organization’s IT system. To ensure accurate payments, Information across 

orders, shipments received, SLA terms, rebates, bonuses & penalties must be reconciled before 

payment is made. Transactions that are not in agreement require time consuming research, repair, 

revision, reconciliation, negotiation and hopefully settlement.  

With [markets]N, automated invoice reconciliation using smart contracts ensures that invoices are 

always consistent with the pricing & SLA terms embedded in the order. Ensuring that invoices are 

consistent with the contractual terms & operations data reduces a huge amount of reconciliation effort 

across organizations. The built-in AI-powered marketbot™ is capable of consuming IoT data from SC 

operations to evaluate & enforce contractual SLAs. This not only dramatically simplifies finance 

operations but also directly impacts bottom line by plugging any leakages due to incorrect billing e.g. IBM 

was able to free up $50+M in capital & reduce dispute resolution time to 10 days using smart contracts  

5. Improving Access to Capital with Real Time Invoice Financing 
Access to capital is one of the primary challenges for SMEs and its impact invariably ripples through to 

large enterprises who work with SMEs directly or indirectly. When a SME must delay its delivery due to 

lack of capital, it impacts the deadlines of its business partners, their business partners and so on. Large 

enterprises often help smaller partners access capital. This typically involves working with a lender (e.g. 

Bank) to enable invoice financing (bill discounting). In effect, an SME’s invoice becomes a collateral against 

which a lender extends a working capital loan. The challenge is the cumbersome process that must be 

followed for each invoice is a deterrent for availing invoice financing even when it is available. After the 

good or service has been delivered, an invoice crated by a supplier must be submitted both to the buyer 

and the lender. The lender must then independently verify the authenticity of the invoice with the buyer 

before disbursing the loan. The buyer must verify that goods or services have been delivered and that the, 

in fact, intend to pay the invoice. Invoice Financing requires documents, confirmations & approvals 

emailed back and forth besides requiring each organization to maintain a record.  
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With [markets]N, an invoice is a live, shareable auditable asset. Any organization which has access to the 

invoice can validate its authenticity. In a B2B transaction, the buyer, the seller and the lender all can track 

the invoice as it is created, accepted, borrowed against & paid. This not only dramatically simplifies the 

invoice financing process but also reduces the lender’s risk. 

 

6. Enabling new models of supply chain financing with Data-as-Collateral 
With shorter loan approval times and reduced the lender’s risk, [markets]N improves access-to-capital for 

organizations in a supply chain. A supplier must, however, still manage his (her) capital requirements to 

fulfill the order since the invoice will be created only after the order is delivered. For many organizations, 

the capital requirement to fulfill the order is a significant constraint to expand operations e.g. an SME 

cannot service orders unless (s)he has access to capital to fulfill them.  

Order financing where an organization borrows from a bank to fulfill an order is considered high risk 

lending. It requires the bank to validate not only the authenticity of the order but also evaluate the 

capability of the SME to fulfill the order on time & in full. The time & effort involved in order financing is 

often prohibitory - so even when there is a demand for order financing, lenders are unable to fulfill it. 

With [markets]N the complete transaction flow is recorded in a live, shareable auditable ledger.  Orders, 

shipments, invoices all have a lifecycle and as they are created, updated, accepted, closed, the complete 

transaction flow is recorded in an immutable ledger. A bank which has access to the transaction flow can 

validate its authenticity and track it in real time. This allows organizations to share an ongoing transaction 

in real time with a lender in a secure way. Organizations can also share historical transaction records with 

lenders. This verifiable transaction data serves as a collateral reducing lender’s risk & enabling early access 

to capital for SMEs. 
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COMPLIANCE 
7. Ensuring compliance while minimizing paperwork 

Several processes in B2B transactions require the use of paper-as-proof e.g. certificates, authorizations, 

proof-of-payment, proof-of-delivery. These documents must be presented by one organization to 

another as a proof of something and each organization must then store a copy of these for their records 

e.g. a single shipment of avocados from Mombasa to Rotterdam involves 30 actors, 100+ people, and 200 

information exchanges. 

Instead of paper, [markets]N enables digitally signed, auditable records to be used as certificates, 

authorizations, proofs-of-X; thus, drastically reducing the volume of documents that need to be 

exchanged across organizations. Recognizing that not all stakeholders will not move towards 

digitalization simultaneously, [markets]N also supports these digitally signed, auditable records to be 

exported (e.g. as pdf) and shared via email or WhatsApp©. This hybrid approach reduces paperwork, 

documentation and manual touch points.  

 

8. Combating counterfeits with auditable Track & Trace 
The pharmaceutical industry has spent millions of dollars in order to comply with regulatory requirements 

to track & trace their products as they travel through the supply chain in to the customer’s hands. Health, 

safety & sustainability concerns are creating a similar requirement for many other industries. Food & 

Beverage industries are following suit e.g. Walmart was able to reduce the time to track products in its 

stores back to farm from 6+ days to 2.2 seconds. Safety critical industries like automobiles, heavy 

machineries & aircrafts are also realizing the benefit of track & trace specially for spare parts – both new 

& used. Across products, customers want assurance that the products they are paying for are safe. 

Track and trace is a built-in feature of [markets]N. As goods move across organizations in a supply chain, 

their transfer is recorded in a shared, immutable ledger. This creates a digital, auditable trail which can 

be used to provide assurances about the provenance of a product: from origin to consumption. Combined 

with the ability of adding only certified suppliers & resellers to a private group, [markets]N creates a 

trusted B2B marketplace for a manufacturer’s goods.  
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9. Managing Warranty, Returns & Recalls with unified operations 
To satisfy compliance & customer experience expectations, OEMs must continue to service customers 

long past the primary transaction by providing support for spare parts, product recalls, warranties & 

returns. To achieve this, OEMs rely on a vast network of service providers. Given the breadth and depth 

of distribution channels, managing after-sales support can consume huge time & effort, increase 

operations cost and if not managed well, lead to revenue leakages and compliance fines. 

Managing warranty, products returns & recalls is too manual, administrative and wasteful. This 

contributes to decreased customer satisfaction, duplication of work and inability to handle counterfeiting 

and fraudulent claims. At the heart of the issue is the lack of unified operations. Service providers, OEMs 

and suppliers each operate in their siloes making it hard to get consensus on what is inflating the cost 

of after-sales. With organizations pointing fingers on each other, the OEM must bear the costs.  

[markets]N enables the easy creation of multi-org groups containing upstream suppliers, downstream 

service providers & OEMs. Product returns, recalls & warranty claims inside this group are visible in real 

time as they are created, approved, completed and verified. Compliance can be automated by smart 

contracts. This level of data & process transparency encourages real time accountability, assures 

compliance and drives down operations costs.  
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CONCLUSION 
[markets]N enables the creation of a digital twin of your supply network with just a few clicks. With real 

time visibility of B2B transactions in your supply chain, silos between organizations in the supply chain are 

broken down and organizations become connected to their complete supply network. This enables end-

to-end visibility, collaboration, agility, and optimization. 

[markets]N is designed to integrate with & supplement your ERP solution via a configurable ERP connector. 

To accommodate your other partners, [markets]N also supports a Web interface. You can use your existing 

business process. But with marketsN, when you track inventory, you see network wide inventory 

alongside your own; when you see an order you see its live status; when you see an invoice you can be 

assured that it is already reconciled with goods delivered & SLAs negotiate. We called out 9 ways to 

upgrade your Supply Chains with [markets]N 

1. Preventing pilferages & optimizing stock levels with Distributed Inventory Visibility  

2. Improving cost efficiencies with supply chain wide Procurement Discounts  

3. Improving Supply Chain Agility by recognizing Data-as-Asset  

4. Faster, Accurate Payments with Automated Reconciliation  

5. Improving Access to Capital with Real Time Invoice Financing  

6. Enabling new models of supply chain financing with Data-as-Collateral  

7. Ensuring compliance while minimizing paperwork  

8. Combating counterfeits with auditable Track & Trace  

9. Managing Warranty, Returns & Recalls with unified operations  

Cost savings just from any one of these could cover your entire [markets]N investment but you’re also 

getting so much more. To learn more about marketsN can help your organization, see this short video. 

Contact us at info@marketsn.com for a free hands-on demo.  

https://youtu.be/znQ2RJUt9BA
mailto:info@marketsn.com
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ABOUT MARKETSN  
marketsN is a solution by KoineArth. 

KoineArth is a Singapore and India based company. KoineArth provides solutions to enable the creation 

of economic networks and markets using trusted information and incentives. At KoineArth, we bring the 

power of Blockchains, Machine Learning & Mechanism Design to solve real world problems in supply 

chains, sharing economies and public service delivery. Our solutions are optimal for settings which require 

process coordination and incentive alignment across multiple entities.  

KoineArth India 

L77, 15th Cross Road,  

Sector 6, HSR Layout, 

Bengaluru 560012. 

+91 9986073402 

info@koinearth.com  

 

KoineArth Singapore  

30 Cecil Street, 

#19-08, Prudential Tower, 

Singapore 049712. 

+65 64382436 

info@marketsN.com 
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